Project: Online Contact List Manager

Our proposal for this project is to implement an online contact list manager with the following features:

- Support multiple users with their individual contact lists
- Authentication for each user
- Create, delete, modify contacts
- Each contact will have the following fields
  - Name
  - Address
  - 3 fields for phone numbers
  - E-mail
  - Picture
  - Group
  - Notes
- Sorting based on fields (ie. Sort on name, group)
- Modify personal information
- Administration account that can access and modify all user accounts

Additional features (if we have extra time):

- Photo archive for each user
- Personal message board that can be accessed by other users (read only)
- Changing the style and design of overall contact list via CSS
- Exporting of contact list via iCard
We will implement this project with a windows apache server, PHP, and mySQL.

The application will be placed on a website that any user will be able to access in order to test and demonstrate.

We will attempt to follow the schedule of events as shown below:

- Week 9: Proposal submitted
- Week 10: Underlying database and basic interface setup
- Week 11: Most basic functions implemented
- Week 12: Implementing additional features
- Week 13: Project completed